
D� Lang� Muur Men�
Sint-Amandsstraat 11, Brugge Centrum, Belgium

+33186995715 - https://delangemuur-brugge.be

The restaurant from Brugge Centrum offers 15 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average price of
$10.5. What User likes about De Lange Muur:

For the last two years, we've been having regular dinner with the family at night. The friendly recital and the
correct and smooth service are absolute pluses. The quality of the meals is super (narrator) compared to other
chinese restaurants in the area of bridgege, torwood, lighter, roeselare, fresh ingredients, vegetables. The male
waiter makes the client discreetly wisely refer to the menu, with an eye for the am... read more. You can use the
WLAN of the establishment free of charge, And into the accessible spaces also come guests with wheelchairs or

physiological disabilities. If the weather conditions are right, you can also eat outside. What User doesn't like
about De Lange Muur:

I booked for lunch. I arrived in front of location and I was immediately informed that the restaurant is closed. after
an exchange the person before place, the heart said that this is a repeated situation that he reports to the

restaurant owner who refuses to take any measures. read more. Experience in De Lange Muur from Brugge
Centrum the diversity of tasty Chinese cuisine, authentically cooked in a wok, On the menu there are also

several Asian menus. You can also look forward to delicious vegetarian cuisine, Besides, the successful blend of
different menus with new and partially adventurous ingredients is appreciated by the customers - a good case of

Asian Fusion.
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Appet�er�
LOEMPIA 4 €

Snack�
GEPANEERDE CHINESE GARNALEN 7 €

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

Di� Su�
DIM SUM MIXTE 7 €

Kipgerechte�
GEBAKKEN KIPFILET MET ANANAS
EN ZOETZURE SAUS 16 €

Nagerech�
BRÉSILIENNE: VANILLE IJS MET
SLAGROOM EN KARAMELSAUS 6 €

Drink�
DRINKS

Desserte�
BANANENBEIGNET 6 €

CHOOSE YOUR MEAT
GEBAKKEN IJS 7 €

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

Hoofdgerech�
BABI PANGANG: GEBAKKEN
MAGER VARKENSVLEES MET
ZOETE, PIKANTE SAUS

16 €

DI PAN MIX: SCAMPI'S, KIP,
RUNDSVLEES MET KANTONESE
SAUS

20 €

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
VEGETABLES

TRAVEL

TOFU
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Opening Hours:
Monday 12:00-14:30 18:00-22:00
Tuesday 12:00-14:30 18:00-22:00
Wednesday 12:00-14:30 12:00-14:30 18:00-
22:00 18:00-22:00
Thursday 00:00 -00:00
Friday 12:00-14:30 18:00-22:30
Saturday 12:00-14:30 18:00-22:30
Sunday 12:00-14:30 18:00-22:00
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